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Please place the attached emails in CORRESPONDENCE-Consumers & Representatives in docket 20200181. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gail57pearsall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Pearsall 
<gail57pearsall@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 8:49 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket.No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Gail Pearsall 
Hudson, FL 34667 
gail57pearsall@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jasonfults@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Fults 
<jasonfults@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 8:13 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

I have been a volunteer "energy coach" for low-income homes in my community for more than 10 years. Floridians are 
quite literally throwing tremendous amounts of money out their windows day after day in the Sunshine State. And what's 
worse, since so little of FL's energy is produced in the state, we are sending those$$ across state lines and weakening 
our own state's economy. Efficiency makes great sense for our state on many levels--economy, ecology, and equity. 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Jason Fults 
Gainesville, FL 32601 
jasonfults@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

buddiesgrandpa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of George DeMonbreun 
<buddiesgrandpa@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 6:33 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
George DeMonbreun 
Jacksonville, FL 32205 
buddiesgrandpa@comcast.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mgregg9787@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of mark gregg <mgregg9787 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 5:39 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
mark gregg 
lslamorada, FL 33036 
mgregg9787@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

adanto@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Croitiene ganMoryn 
<adanto@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 3:46 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Croitiene ganMoryn 
Ocala, FL 34480 
adanto@jps.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mwalls50@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Walls <mwalls50 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 3:35 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Walls 
Jacksonville, FL 32218 
mwallsSO@comcast.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ronm430@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of colonel meyer <ronm430 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 1 :35 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
colonel meyer 
North Port, FL 34286 
ronm430@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

susan0725@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Steinhauser <susan0725 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 1 :30 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

In this time of COVID, it is imperative that we use every means possible to reduce energy costs. We all know that energy 
efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet our energy needs while 
helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make their homes more 
efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Susan Steinhauser 
Pompano Beach, FL 33073 
susan0725@icloud.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cavernosum.primum@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Loewenherz 
<cavernosum.primum@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, January 08, 2021 12:43 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
James Loewenherz 
Miami, FL 33256 
cavernosum. primum@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mhaas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margaret Haas 
<mhaas@everyactioncustom.com> 

.Friday, January 08, 2021 12:25 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently , this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Margaret Haas 
Bradenton, FL 34202 
mhaas@pipeline.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sailing53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ellen walsh <sailing53 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 11 :58 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
ellen walsh 
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561 
sailing53@hotmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ksewright@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen SEWRIGHT 
<ksewright@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 10:38 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen SEWRIGHT 
Winter Springs, FL 32708 
ksewright@email. toast. net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bsreadsalot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Singer 
<bsreadsalot@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 10:33 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Singer 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33351 
bsreadsalot@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cjfeehan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Feehan 
<cjfeehan@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 10:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Christopher Feehan 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
cjfeehan@hotmail .com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Anationalelectricservice@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dominick Perretta 
<Anationalelectricservice@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:59 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-iricome customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Dominick Porretto 
Anationalelectricservice@comcast.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tcglover58@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Glover <tcglover58 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:55 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Thank you for your consideration . 

Sincerely, 
Tim Glover 
Sebastian, FL 32976 
tcglover58@hotmail .com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

paellanywhere@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pablo Tovar 
<paellanywhere@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:31 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Pablo Tovar 
Ocoee, FL 34761 
paellanywhere@icloud.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

arportuondo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ralph Anthony Portuondo 
<arportuondo@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:29 PM 
Office of Commissioner la Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Ralph Anthony Portuondo 
Windermere, FL 34786 
arportuondo@outlook.com 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

querido@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tito Galdo <querido@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:26 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Tito Galdo 
The Villages, FL 32162 
querido@queridomundo.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

desenberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Desenberg 
<desenberg@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:16 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Diane Desenberg 
Sarasota, FL 34236 
desenberg@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Herbert <dan@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:09 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Dan Herbert 
Davenport, FL 33837 
dan@tdherbert.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

alvera99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ALVERA PRITCHARD <alvera99 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 9:00 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
ALVERA PRITCHARD 
Miami Beach, FL 33139 
alvera99@bellsouth.net 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

frank.menschner@everyactioncustom .com on behalf of Frank Menschner 
<frank. mensch ner@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:45 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that ha.s led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated , we must get it right 

Sincerely, 
Frank Menschner 
Hollywood, FL 33019 
frank.menschner@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Licy75@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Felicity Hohenshelt <Licy75 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:38 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Felicity Hohenshelt 
Jacksonville, FL 32257 
Licy75@aol.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gailstewart-iles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Stewart-lies <gailstewart
iles@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:35 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Gail Stewart-lies 
Rockledge, FL 32955 
gailstewart-iles@bellsouth.net 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

chisaria@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Chisari 
<chisaria@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:28 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Andrea Chisari 
Mims, FL 32754 
chisaria@att.net. 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

conchwood@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Helliesen 
<conchwood@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:24 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Doug Helliesen 
Key West, FL 33040 
conchwood@yahoo.com 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jteas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Teas <jteas@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:04 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

Energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet our energy needs 
while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make their homes more 
efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

The state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years - and that has led to Florida's largest power 
companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the nation in delivering energy savings to families 
and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power companies proposing goals of zero. We can do 
better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for.low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
James Teas 
Miami, FL 33157 
jteas@outlook.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jgpalmer44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Palmer <jgpalmer44 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 8:01 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
James Palmer 
Venice, FL 34285 
jgpalmer44@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

frederic.berthiaume1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frederic Berthiaume 
<frederic.berthiaume1@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:54 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn 't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Frederic Berthiaume 
Dunedin, FL 34698 
frederic.berthiaume1@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

4alanos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Alano 
<4alanos@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:47 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, c!nd secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Brian Alano 
Saint Augustine, FL 32084 
4alanos@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mndfl2013@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Nutini <mndfl2013 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:40 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Nutini 
Delray Beach, FL 33445 
mndfl2013@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tomr2064@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Reich <tomr2064 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:35 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

, As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Thomas Reich 
Orlando, FL 32828 
tomr2064@yahoo.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

michaelnewyork11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Jesinger 
<michaelnewyork 11@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:21 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Jesinger 
Clearwater, FL 33756 
michaelnewyork11@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dmsuarez16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Suarez <dmsuarez16 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:21 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn 't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Thank you for your concern. 

Diane Suarez 

Sincerely, 
Diane Suarez 
Clearwater, FL 33764 
dmsuarez16@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ellengerstle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Gerstle 
<Ellengerstle@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 7:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? Efficiency 
measures with payback. As long as 7 years still make sense if they are reducing our carbon emissions! 

Most importantly: 

First, when setting annual savings targets the PSC relies on the Rate Impact Measure (RIM), a test that fails to properly 
account for customer energy savings as a benefit. The RIM test actually considers your bill savings as a cost, rather than 
a benefit - because the utility company receives less revenue. Isn't the whole idea behind energy savings to cut energy 
waste and reduce your utility power bill? 

The second problem is that the PSC allows Florida utilities to automatically and arbitrarily eliminate any efficiency 
measure with a payback of fewer than two years, thereby eliminating the most cost-effective and impactful efficiency 
measures for customers. Why do we penalize common-sense efficiency measures that can improve people's lives? 

3. Identify homes, apartment buildings and commercial buildings in the top decile of energy use per square foot in their 
respective categories and arrange energy audits and offer financial assistance for remediation where appropriate. This 
process must be repeated yearly. 

4. Modern heat pumps are much more efficient than older air conditioning units. lncentivize and inform commercial 
building owners of the cost savings with heat pumps plus geo-engineering. 

5. Assist homeowners with AC units over 7 years old in updating to high-efficiency pumps as well as Bradford heat pump 
water heaters 

6. Ask the legislature to upgrade building code to the "passive home" standard. 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Ellen Gerstle 
Delray Beach, FL 33446 
Ellengerstle@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

wpmchm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of bill matturro 
<wpmchm@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:58 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting .goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
bill matturro 
Bradenton , FL 34202 
wpmchm@gmail .com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

wpmchm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of bill matturro 
<wpmchm@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:56 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
bill matturro 
Bradenton, FL 34202 
wpmchm@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dukemobile@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Duane Gore 
<dukemobile@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:48 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Duane Gore 
New Port Richey, FL 34655 
dukemobile@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mothermuffet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jody Heriot Dehart 
<mothermuffet@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:47 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Jody Heriot Dehart 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335 
mothermuffet@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

timoswald@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Oswald 
<timoswald@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:39 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket NO. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Tim Oswald 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334 
timoswald@mail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

kaygates@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Gates 
<kaygates@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:38 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Kay Gates 
Boynton Beach, FL 33437 
kaygates@bellsouth.net 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maureen Quinlan <mo@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:37 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Maureen Quinlan 
mo@gosomo.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rbuesing@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Buesing 
<rbuesing@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:36 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Buesing 
Tampa, FL 33606 
rbuesing@trenam.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mhvenos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Helen Venos 
<mhvenos@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:34 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently , this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program; to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Helen Venos 
Tallahassee, FL 32315 
mhvenos@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bengt_rikard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bengt Erikanders 
<bengt_rikard@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:30 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Bengt Erikanders 
Miami, FL 33167 
bengt_rikard@icloud.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rickscustompainting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Deluca 
<rickscustompainting@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:28 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Patricia Deluca 
Nokomis, FL 34275 
rickscustompainting@comcast.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Michele.drucker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Drucker 
<Michele.drucker@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:24 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Michele Drucker 
Miami, FL 33134 
Michele.drucker@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

hamagnew@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hamilton Agnew 
<hamag new@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:22 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

I would like to know what plans FPL has to build solar farms in southwest Florida. It seems imperative that if we are to 
survive the climate change/global warming problem, we must take advantage of the "free" solar energy coming from the 
sun and decrease our dependence on fossil fuels . 

A long term investment in this technology will have a profound effect in the near future. 

My research shows that some progress is being made in the east coast of Florida, and although we have considerable 
unused land in southwest Florida, there appears to be no public information about any plans to build solar plants here. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Hamilton Agnew 
Fort Myers, FL 33919 
hamagnew@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gregread@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gregory Read 
<gregread@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:20 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Gregory Read 
Jacksonville, FL 32207 
gregread@gmail .com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

JOHN1844@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JOHN and SARANYA WING <JOHN1844 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:19 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven 't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn 't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN and SARANYA WING 
Lakeland, FL 33801 
JOHN1844@VERIZON.NET 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ellenbarr1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Barr <ellenbarr1 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:08 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Ellen Barr 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
ellenbarr1@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gregesteve@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gregory Esteve 
<gregesteve@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:07 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working famil ies make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Gregory Esteve 
Lake Wales, FL 33898 
gregesteve@outlook.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sremilien@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Remilien 
<sremilien@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 6:06 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Sandra Remilien 
Miami, FL 33161 
sremilien@outlook.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

masingleton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Singleton 
<masingleton@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:50 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Martha Singleton 
Miami, FL 33143 
masingleton@yahoo.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

angelademonbreun@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angela DeMonbreun 
<angelademon breu n@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:48 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Angela DeMonbreun 
Jacksonville, FL 32205 
angelademonbreun@gmail .com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nenebalo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Enrique Baloyra 
<nenebalo@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:41 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Enrique Baloyra 
Miami, FL 33161 
nenebalo@yahoo.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

bermanjody@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jody berman 
<bermanjody@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:40 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
jody berman 
Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
bermanjody@gmail .com 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

joseph.myers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Myers 
<joseph.myers@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:39 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient. safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Joseph Myers 
Titusville, FL 32780 
joseph . myers@clean-footprint.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

dimarks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Marks 
<dimarks@everyactioncustom.com > 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:34 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Diane Marks 
Boynton Beach, FL 33472 
dimarks@gate.net 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

samituretsky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samantha Turetsky 
<samituretsky@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:34 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181 ; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated , we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Samantha Turetsky 
Ormond Beach , FL 32176 
samituretsky@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sherrilljwright@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherrill Wright 
<sherrilljwright@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:34 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Sherrill Wright 
North Fort Myers, FL 33917 
sherrilljwright@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

greggaucher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Gaucher 
<greggaucher@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:33 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Greg Gaucher 
Jacksonville, FL 32246 
greggaucher@aol.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Cgerstle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claude Gerstle 
<Cgerstle@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:30 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

Here are some proposals to put in any new rule: 
1. Identify homes, apartment buildings and commercial buildings in the top decile of energy use per square foot in their 
respective categories and arrange energy audits and offer financial assistance for remediation where appropriate. This 
process must be repeated yearly. 
2. Modern heat pumps are much more efficient than older air conditioning units. lncentivize and inform commercial 
building owners of the cost savings with heat pumps plus geo-engineering. 
3. Assist homeowners with AC units over 7 years old in updating to high-efficiency pumps. 
4. Ask the legislature to upgrade building code to the "passive home" standard. 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

Sincerely, 
Claude Gerstle 
Delray Beach, FL 33446 
Cgerstle@alum.mit.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jm_smurf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jose Murphy 
<j m _ sm urf@everyactioncustom.com > 
Thursday, January 07, 2021 5:28 PM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Docket No. 20200181; Modernize Florida's outdated efficiency practices 

Dear Commissioner Mike La Rosa, 

We all know that energy efficiency means using energy smarter. It is the quickest, cleanest, and cheapest way to meet 
our energy needs while helping Floridians cut energy waste and manage power bills. Helping hard-working families make 
their homes more efficient, safer, and secure also keeps energy dollars in local communities. 

Yet the practices you rely upon in setting goals for the state's largest utilities haven't been modernized in almost 30 years 
- and that has led to Florida's largest power companies badly trailing leading utilities in the Southeast and across the 
nation in delivering energy savings to families and businesses. Most recently, this outdated approach led to power 
companies proposing goals of zero. We can do better. 

As you set out to revisit the energy efficiency goal setting rules, please update the economic screening practices so they 
no longer penalize efficiency measures that meaningfully reduce energy waste for homes or businesses. Isn't the whole 
idea of an efficiency program, to reduce energy use to meet demand and help customers lower power bills? 

It's time to use the rulemaking process to modernize your decades-old practices and consider ways to get utilities to do 
more on efficiency, in particular for low-income customers. The rule is outdated, we must get it right. 

I am urging you to update the screening practices that have left Floridians almost dead last in state rankings for energy 
savings and for our future generations to benefit from. 

Sincerely, 
Jose Murphy 
Orlando, FL 32828 
jm_smurf@yahoo.com 
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